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~tmer J theory or excit (ClIlp'"'' "on u on. and electron) transport m perfect molecular crystals IS d,>cu,.ed
idth on.he q alitarive results and the elucidallon of tbe effect of <,cllon and phonon
rn .hrs hg~atlenng of excitons and on transport. Vanous mIcroscopIC model> are

INTROOUCTION

;ou of exciton and charge-carrier transport in molecular cry tal are
ten th so, numerous that it is hard to appreciate the relation hlp!>
lhal t e different theories, .-12 In part, thi variety and complexity is

ram te o ,molecular crystals, Transport is governed by a large number of
elect r , the electronic exchange integrals between different molecule •
tnt t ron-phonon coupling strength for different mcchani m and dlC,

IIld Ih/tpe of phonons; the frequencies and bandwidlh for the phonon ;

n
cmperature. Some of these pararoete~ may be markedly am olroplc

o one of th .I r I em 15 neces arily much bigger or mal1er than the others.
den u t, there is a whole range of different regimes defined by different
L_n@) of Ihe parameter. These re~imes corre pond nOI only to dlileren'
~~cl - Ient h . iran port, such as hopPing or band mO

llon
• bUt a to

TlM: av~/ leal processes determining th~ mecha
m

•
m
"

I 0 able transport tbeories bave usual1y been con !lucted pCCIfi
cal1

)
roe Or two . l.a pi! Iregimes. They have often taeted from a partl

CU
t )

1JI



13~ R, W, MUNN AND R. SILBEY

, I I' d t t s are important,picture of transport, such as whether or not oca ize s a e t
using methods and approximations appropriate to that picture (bultno\y
I ' , , ison of h dh theoneslsceara ways explicitly stated), DIrect companson 0 sue a oc, 'a1
, ' th~U~difficult. However, it is possible to compare the various e

cases of a more general theory, ' perfect
In this paper, we present a general theory of electronic transport 10 1 ated, ot be evau

molecular crystals, Inevitably, such a general theory cann 'ff' nCO-, inn f the di UslOexactly: we cannot derive a single algebraic expressren or ifi ' (and
efficient from which the results for all regimes follow on sirnpli ca\lf~ated),
even if we could, such an expression would be horrendously comp1ayso[

, ' ' ir differentwInstead, we show how different regimes permit or reqUl e 'S ina
evaluating the quantities in the general theory, This puts the regl

me
wand

clear relationship to one another, Our treatment thus provides a ne
helpful perspective in which to view transport theories, t ateon, 1 b t e concen rThe theory we describe is necessarily mathemallca, u w ttersof
results rather than derivations and on broad principles rather than mancesof
detail. The different regimes appear initially as mathematical con,sequemaybe
inequalities among the parameters, We then show how the reglmesh litera-
" d 'I ble ID t einterpreted physically. Some of the results are alrea y avai a , I for the
ture, but others are presented here for the first time (in partlCUard,), , d id citon ban s'regime with strong exciton-phonon coupling an WI e ex We then

The following section introduces the general theory we use, citon-
" " imes ob ' d for hnear exexamine in detail the vanous transport regimes 0 tame 'mailer

phonon coupling as the exciton bandwidth is increased from bel~g suency,
than the phonon bandwidth to being larger than the phonon reqticular
Finally, we discuss quadratic exciton-phonon coupling briefly, wI~hI~;effects
reference to the problems caused by bound exciton-phonon state, Broude
of such states on vibronic spectra were recognized some years ago by
and Rashba,13,14,15

\

\
\
\

I

I
\

2, DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
, It encompass

The results we shall present in this section are suffiCiently genera 0, we
b th ' diffusi ' ' bili F defimteness,o exciton I USlOn and charge-carrier dnft mo I ity. or , drifl
shall treat diffusion and refer to the diffusing particle as an eXCiton,The t in

bili D ' the ElDsemo 1 ity J.l is obtained from the diffusion coefficient via
equation

\
I

(0
\

\
J.l = e{3D,

. h a1itative
where e IS the proton charge and {3 = IjkT Hence J.1 has all t e qu p
t: ' '. ed b h factor 'reatures of D except for a temperature dependence modif Yt e
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The exciton diffusi ffi . .equilibrium di ib on coe cient descnbes the rate of relaxation of a non-
distribution Itlstn UliOn. of excitons towards the uniform equilibrium

. can be wntten as

\

\

\
I

. (R2(tl) I dD = lim = - lim - (R2(tl) (2)
,_00 2td 2d ,_00 dt

where d is the dim" . . . .plicity) and R
2

enslonahty of the system (here taken as IsotropiC for sirn-
from it's .< (t) IS the mean-square displacement of an exciton at time t

position at ti 0 h .Kubo for r me zero. t er ways of definmg D, for example by the
out loss 7a Ism, are eqUivalent to Eq. (2).Assuming for simplicity but with-
zero w 0 generality that the exciton was the origin of coordinates at time

, e can wnte the mean-square displacement as (3)

(R2(t) = 1:R;P,(t)

where R is th di . '
of find' n h e ~stance of site n from the origin and P ,(t) is the probability

lating~~" ''"''0''' site n at tirne " 0<'00'"i"D "" ,"",d' on 00'00'Bef e P ,(t), which IS a problem of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics.

ore we consid hni .that , nsi ier tee ","" .-p,'" of the ,,'00'''''"' ,,,'o,1d ,~"

1

excit ra~sport IS diffusive only if there is some mechanism for scattering an
no''" romonestateto ,",lhm '" the ,b,~re of",' am"J",i~, the
"coher moves as a perfect wave through the crystal; this is sometimes called

erent "
tran transport. bu as rnis .~ has bee ,"" '01 olhm ,yr,m of
pla sport, ~ ",II avoid usin , nere- " rnis limil,,'" 01"" sq uare ".
m'"::" '"'' "'00010 PNporti,""" ';01' "d "' di'.", ""rod'"
." ,d'li'''' Wb.. Ib'" " ,,~ m~,,,",,m fOl ,,,,,,,,,. rtP"''''
"" """ ,,,,. "0. ", "ci'" din,,,,,i"" ,,,' m,m

Ol
'of i. i,i,i,1, ,,,ill"""m <q' ilibri=m • di,,,i" .. " Sm' .,i" -" 0"","::'01"" f"m p,,"om ,", f,~ imp.ri'i" 01",,, ="' iopo,f""'"'

n ISpaper weshall consider only scattering arising from the exciton-phonon

couphng.'h;wo limili',,,~ of ",,,port •• on" ""," "ilh"', f" .,'" "'"'~rt.,,'~'"' ""m ,. I,,,.nol by • , .. ~~'" , ,od ph""'"' .. "" Ib'
clton from one k state to another. Tbe transport is then governed by the

~""ri"' "Od of ,'" • ,"a' '" ""p""' ",~p"'"ili. "0'0' " ,10'"
ocahzed in states labelled by a site index n, and phonons scatter these state.
Tbese two limits and the transition between lhelll have beell tudied for a
number of years, and a great deal is known about them· calculation of
transport may be performed in terms of wave vector or site states. Irrespective
ofwhlcb limit applies. Unfortunately, neitber choice is ideal: Ihe waveveclnr
states are most suilabl

e
for taking account of translalional ylllmetry III a

crysta~ but tbe site states are most suitable for calculating D from Eq. (3~

I
\

\
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. In the genera! ca e, a single equation can reproduce the varioustransport
IImll . Such generality is obtained at the cost of deriving the densItymatllX
of the y tern and the equations governing its time behaviour,Whl~ha~
difficult (but not impossibly so). The equilibrium density operatorp ola
y tern i e - ~H, where H is the Hamiltonian operator. When thesystemISnot
at equilibrium, p is a function of time. It contains all the informationabo:
that system, and so has a rather complicated structure. Its formcannoth
found explicitly for anything but a model system, but equationsfO;the
diffusion coefficient can be obtained in terms of matrix elements0 ~ ~

density operator. The application of these equations for a simplem e
Hamiltonian is described in section 3. . of
The diagonal matrix elements of the density operator in any ChOlcethe

basis states give the probabilities that these states are OCCUpIed.FOrrthe
diffusion coefficient, we require the Pn(t), which are diagonal elements0 the

it densi '" . Th e 'allow fromexcz on ensity matrix a an the site representation. es I' II
. . . ated overadensity matrix of the coupled exciton-phonon system mtegr

phonon variables:
(4)

Pn(t) = <Jnn(t)= [TrL/3(t)]"
. . atrix ,0(1) rorwhere TrL IS a trace over phonon (lattice) states. The density m

the coupled system obeys the Liouville equation
(51

pit) = -i[H,jJ(t)] E -iYp(t)
- dotes a timewhere .f£' is the Liouville operator and the superposed dot en

derivative. . t'cal
U . . ible statISISIng mathematical procedures derived from irrcversi . Irix
h . . . , '( ) rather liS rnamec ames, one can derive an exact equation ror <Jt, or I Ibal

I . h . umesonye ements an t e wavevector representation. The equation ass . h t the
the exciton and phonon variables were uncoupled at time zero, i.e. t a
initial phonon density matrix was thermal. The result is

Ukk,(t) = - i('k - 'k')<Jk.,(t) - (IdrI Kkk,:.,(t - r)<J.,(r)Jo •
f rvalion ofwhere 'k is the energy of the exciton state k; because a conse I for

wave vector s = k' - k + q. Because this equation is exact, the f~rm~ a d
the kernel K is impossible to evaluate except in the most exceptJOna (an
least interesting) cases, and so need not be given here, . odent
However, In a approxrrnanon equivalent to second-order tlme-depe

perturbation theory in the exciton-phonon coupling V, Eq. (6) becomes

Ukk,(t) = - i[Ek - Ek.]<Jkk,(t) - rkk,<Jkk'(t) + I H{k,;.,<J.,(r)
•

(61
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Here, the ene . E difcou 1" rgies k I er from the ek by terms up to second order in the
thart~ng. Because_the results are restricted to second order, it is necessary
be t e ~Ouplmg V should be small, and this may require the Hamiltonian to

to a

rlansormed In a suitable way (see section 3). Equation (7) is also restricted
nmt wh ...not be . ere initial transient behaviour has been removed, so that it may

timebe~pphcable ~t short times. For the diffusion coefficient it is the long-
co I aviour which ISrequired, and Eq. (7)does give thIS thermal behavIOur

rrect y.
The quantiti W. .mes kk';q' are given by

Wkk';q.= t"dr{< V,k,Vkir)USk,(r) + <V'k·(r)Vkq)Ukq(~)} (8)

where the a I bng e rackets denote an average over phonon states and

Ukq(r) = exp{i(Ek - Eq)r} (9)

The remaining ..' . . fquantities In Eq. (7) are the fkk" which satis y
f
kk
. = ¥fkk + fk'k') (10)

redi nature of the diagonal elements rkk can be seen from Eq. (7), which

re uces to
"kk(t) = -fkk(1kk(t)+ L Wkk;qq(1qq(r) (11)

q

This contains only the probabilities of finding the exciton in the states k,
and IStherefore a mosier equarion. Equation (11) shoWSthat rkkrepresents the
rate of scattering out of exciton state k, i.e. the inverse lifetime of the state,
while W. ..' itkk;qqrepresents the rate of scattering from exciton state q into exci on
state k. From these considerations or by summing Eq. (11) over k, it follow

that '
r11." = L Wqqjllk

•
The form (8) for W guarantees that

W W. - ,<l, £,)
qq.k.k = lit" .qq e '

as required by the prinCiple of detailed balance. Thl
Irrespective of Ii,
ensu res thal «:":

(~ e''''1

with off-diagonal elements zero, as ex~ from the Bo)tnll
anp

d "bUll n
Equation (I) bows tbat the rate at wbicb olf-dlall

onal
element "" (II

decay is related to the decay rates of \he OCCupation probabl1J1~ of the

(121

(131

(141
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individual states k and k', This simple result, and the simple formolEg,~I~ I
where the coefficients rand Ware independent of time, are validonlymt, e I

ilib ' mexcitonrepresentation because only in that representation is the equiu nu ,
' " , h it representatIOn,density matnx diagonal. If one chooses to work III t e Sle , I

' hi hare mgeneraEq. (14) shows that the O'nm(co) are complicated functions w IC , h ws
hi sentauon s 0nonzero for n '" m. Transformation of Eq. (7) to t ISrepre led

that the time derivatives of the diagonal elements (Jnn are in genera\~~~~an.
to the off-diagonal elements (Jnm, so that a master equation like Eq. 'me

b ' '" A s diagonalat unot e wntten. However, provided the densIty matrix p wa , I ele-
zero (for example, with a single exciton at the origin), the off-diagona es
ments at time t can be related to the diagonal elements at all previoustim '
This leads to a generalized master equation (GME) of the form'

l' (I~irnn(t) = d'I Gnm(t - ,)(Jmm(')
Om,

, A ation 01thiSWherethe kernels Gare complicated oscillatory functions, n equ t' n
form can also describe initial transient behaviour in either represen~a:r the
The kernels G In the GME can be viewed as describing the memo y ns-

diff srvetra 'exciton for its past states. The kernels must clearly decay for I u y
, . d ' g memorport to anse, but It has recently been pointed out!" that a ecaym , Ie

is not sufficient. Calculations based on an approximate treatment 01a slmP
lly

h 'I . 17 h d not eventuaami tonian s ow that the mean-square displacement oes t
become proportional to time, This conclusion also follows from exact trea

ct
-f , ' g the examents 0 the same model,6"l' including a recent treatment grvin

memory function, 19 y
In fact, diffusion cannot ensue because the model studied lacks an

dissi , h mory func-ISSlpatIvemechamsm SUchas exciton-phonon coupling, T e me
tion describes the time development of the initially prepared localized n;~~
statIOnary state towards the delocalized eigenstates of the hamiltonian- ItI ' " It resucomp exrty of the memory function and the difficulty of deriving
from writing the GME in a localizej basis when the exact eigenstates are
delocalized, What is required for the memory function to produce diffUSIOn
can be seen in general terms from Eq. (15). For diffusion the rate of change I
of the mean square displacement must become constant, whereas for wave-
like motion it must diverge as ,4,,6, This implies that the memory functIOn
must decay faster to yield diffusion than to yield wave-like transport, ThIS I
faster decay is produced by the dissipative mechanism, as can be seen m
other recent work :20 the electron-phonon COuplingintroduces extra expo-
nential decays into the memory function,
The diffusion coefficient given by Eqs, (2) and (3)can be written as

(16)
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Toevaluate D 'inthis e ti we need either to substitute the complicated expression (15)
theresu~~a IOn,or else to transform to the wavevector representation, withI

1

\

I

1D = 2d lim I Vi:';k.k+K(t)IK~O (17)
r-> 00 k

In the latter c ' 'an eq t' ase, inseruon of Eq. (7) for "kK' (I) in the limit t -+ (jJ gives

ua Ion which bTheres It ' , can e somewhat simplified by neglect of small terms.
an ap u IS still rather complicated, and so for present purposes we shall use
behavproxlmate formula which gives a good qualitative description of the

iour of D III various limits." We take

D = ~ "~~{~ + i'kk} (18)

where v - V E . .des ibe ~ k k IS the exciton velocity in state k and the form of YkkWIllbe

en ed In Section 4
The first t . .is th ,erm In Eq. (18) looks like a band theory result (recall that 1/[ kk

m e losical scattering time in state k). It can thus be related to the pheno-
s eno ogical theories of exciton diffusion which often use scattering times or
cattenng I h ,.' ffi . Th

S

engt s to calculate mean free paths and diffUSIOncoe clents. e
econd ter . E .' Wsh II mill q. (18), on the other hand, looks [ike a hoppmg result. e
r a see that these terms can indeed be interpreted in this way. For large(~idsmall Uk' or both, the second term dominateS, whereas for large Vk

e .exclton bands) the first term dominateS, In general, though, both terms
contnbut d ' h'e an the transport cannot be described as either pure oppmg or

pure band motion.

3. CALCULATiON OF r.,
In order to use the results of the last section, we must discuSS the form ?f
rkk in various limits and approximations. To do this SystematicallY, we Will
compute [kk for a general V, then apply the formulas to slmpl~ lInear, simple
quadratic coupling and then to transformed linear coup!Ing (I.e. exponenll

al

phonon coupling).In the case of a general exciton-phonon coupling term,I
I
I

(19)

(20)
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, ion d a timescaleLet us a ume that the phonon correlation function ecays on 'ct
-I b d idth 10 avO!a where a will be proportional to the phonon an WI ' "

'd'S gaUSSian Inmathematical complications, we will assume that this ecay I
time, That is, we take

V

t

<v..v"k(r» = }!e-a"'14
d ' d sity of states:an we assume that the exciton band has a Gaussian en

(21)

r _ ),2 -EVB2[1 +a2JB2J

kk - [B2 + ,,2r12 e
, f the bandandThus the scattering rate of an exciton is largest 1D the center 0 ceof

decreases towards the top and the bottom, This is merely a comequ~:here
there being more processes allowable in the center in this simple picture tim-
temperature and phonon populations have been neglected), The mos

a
l to

I t: " Iy proportIOnportant resu t ror Our purposes is that rkk IS inverse hi hoWS
[B2 + 0!2JI12 where" is (proportional to) the phonon bandwidth, IJIS \ ofa
th ' h I' , f -1 h Ie 1D the irruat 10 t e rmit 0 a narrow phonon band rkk _ B ,II' I and
narrow exciton band rkk _ I/O!, This corresponds to the slow phonon
slow exciton limits, respectively."

We now go on to study specific microscopic forms of V.

(a) linear coupling: for simple linear coupling

(23)

N (E) = _1_ -E'IB'
exc r-;:: e

v71B

where B is the bandwidth, Then we find

(22)

I{q = g(q, k)w.(bq + b".-q)
) is the dimen-where wq is the phonon frequency of wavevector q and g(q, k I state

sionless coupling constant for scattering an exciton from state k to n of
- , ' a phonok + q while destroying a phonon of wavevector q or creat10g

wa vevector - q, Using this form in Eq. (8), we find

Wqq;kk = ~ g2(k - q, k)wl_q{(iik_q + 1)b(Eq - E. + aik-q)

(24)

(25)
1
I
i
\

and

1r••= N L:w~g2(q, k){(iiq + l)b(E._q - Ek + wq)
q

+ nqb(Ek -q - Ek - wq))
(26)
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wheren is th PI .,'unlessth e anck dlStrlbutlOn function, n. tx: (e~"" - 1)-1. So r" tx: 0
Consi~ exciton bandwidth is larger than some phonon frequency.

Wewill er a narr~w optical phonon band of width t!.about a frequency OJo'
assume 9 (q k) _ 2 2 2 - - d . d f r bnonzero B ,- g,rr, w. 0' Wo, n. ~ n, an III or er or ., to e
, > OJo(~t!.), where B is the exciton bandwidth. Then

[01',1_22-
, _ g,rrOJo(n + I)N",(E. _ wo) + nN",(E. + OJo)] (27)

whereN (E)' .s i"b'" ." "",,"00 d'"'"Yo!>u,doo"iOO (~" M'" at E ~ OJ "d
k

Now
e
exciton energy. Since N(E) ~ B-1

, we see that rkk ~ g;rr
OJ5

fB.
ill ) I thconslder a Deybe-like acoustic phonon band (Debye frequency

D· n is case

I
1
I

\

(

g2(q, k)r~ ex A,w. (23)

we are ass .
ummg a deformation potential type of coupling). Then

racou _ 1" -,. _ N c: A.w.{(n. + 1)8(E,-. - E, + OJ.)

•+ n.NE,-. _ E, _ OJ.)} (29)

By definin .,g a joint density of states

which satisfies

~'\' 1 1Ni" ,.(E. w) ~ N L ~ro _ w.)- p,E - E.,,) , N••• ,.)N "JO (J')
• N ,

where N ().
phon W IS the phonon density of states, we find

r, ~IdE S dOJA,OJP.(E, w){(n", + 1)8(E - E, + OJ)
+ n",8(E _ E. _ w)} (32)

then I .0. ",E,.)" '18 "d so r.." B" If ... 0 ",E,.) , .o',
t en rkk,...., WD1.
(b) quadratic coupling: for simple quadratic coupling

I
I
\

v.. ~ 1~L:~(k'.q - k'){(b.·+ b:,·j(b. ,,+ b: •••
J

"N ~'
_ 8e.(2"., + I)}

where ,,(k, q _ k) is the coupling energy for scattering an exciton from ,tate k
to state q with the creation or annihilation of tWOphonon or the creation of
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one and annihilation of a econd phonon, We find

I"•• = ~ L '72(k', q - k'j{ii.,iio-,,"(E.-o - E. - w.' - wq-,,)
k',q

+ ii..{no_" + 1)"(E'_q - E. - w" + wo-.')
+ (ii., + I)iio-,,"(E,_q - E. + w" - wo-,,)

+ (ii., + l)(iio_" + I)"(E.-o - E, + w" + wo-,,)}
I f equencywo,For a narrow optical phonon band of width L'. and centra r wefind

assuming B < Wo so the first and fourth terms do not contnbute,

2 2
T.. ~ N'72ii(ii + 1) I {<5(E,-o - E. + w.' - wo-,,)

k',q

+ "(E.-o - E, - w., + wo-")}

(34)

(35)

lfB~L'.

T.. ce 2'72ii(ii + I){N",(E. _ L'.) + N",(E. + L'.)} ~ B-1

If B <1i L'., then we take Eo - E. '" B, so

r••'"2'72ii(ii + 1)~ I {Nphon(w" + B) + Nphn.(w" - Bj}
N .'

4'72/1(/1 + 1)
'" L'.

(36)

(37)

For an acoustic phonon band, we assume
(38)2(k' k') -211 ,q - = '1 Wk,Wq-k'

-', , , ' omes frornwhere IJ IS dImensIOnless, Then, assuming the largest contributIOn c
the second and third terms in Eq. (25),

- 4ii2 _ _ , _ w _,,) (39)
F.. - N2 I w.,wo-.,no_..(n., + 1)0(£'_0 - E. + w. 0

k',q

If B <1i WD, F .. is independent of kand for a Debye spectrum, r.._I".
d d unitary(c) tran~forrned linear coupling: In the case that the stan ar

transformation of polaron theory is applied to linear coupling"

V.. ' ={~Jn_meik'R'"e-ik"R'"(On+l!m - <l!n+l!m»} (40)

where
(41)
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(e:e
m

) = exp _ {N-1 ~ g2(q)(1 - cosq R,m)(2iiq + I)} (42)

For this form of V Yapproxim ti ' arkony and Silbey"' have evaluated rkkin the standard
a IOns.

and

4, CALCULATION OF y"

The other p t f D 'ar 0 10 Eq. (18) is 1'.. which is given by

1'kk=f_ReId2WQ'Q+K'k'k+K] +~ (43)L " dK2 K<O dk
2

This is extr I diffi
Ho erne y 1 cult to evaluate in any of the models discussed above.
use;ever, 1'" can be calculated in the Haken-Strobl model,' which has been

P

h m many applications to molecular crystals. In this model the exciton

onon coup!' h ' ' doffdi 109 as two parts, the sIte dIagonal (or local) terms v", an the

iagonal terms V,m which satisfy

(V"V",,(r» = ,)",21'ob(r)
(V,mV"m.(r) = [,)",omm' + ,),m',)"m(l - ,)",J] x 21',_",)(r) (44)

dimer it can be shown that (considering only 1',-,' for In - n't = 0, 1), in one

unension
Iv. 21'0 41'1 K)] (45)
k,k+K'O,q+K= Ii + Ii [cosK + cos(q + k +

and
r••= 21'0+ 4)'1'

Thus, we find the hopping term to be, •• = +4,1' (47)

A possible microscopic realization of V_ with the above propertie!> is ite
diagonal quadratic coupling for V"",and phonon a ~Isted hopping for V"
The Haken-S

uob1
model is appropriate only for ;mall excllon bandWIdth

B relative 10 the phonon bandwidth 6 (or 0:) and 10the hmlt ;? large [10Eq,
(21)].'0 In this case 1', is proportional to I A.

(46)
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5 STRONG QUADRATIC PHONON COUPLING

In tbe ca that there IS trong local quadratic phonon couplin~for
e ample, 6<I.IJ

(48)

•
h t al functioo.t ere may be a trong effect on the diffusion constant and specr 'f
For weak COupling, Munn and Silbey6d treated this problem; h~wever'~t1:
is large enough, the phonon in the excited electronic state has a SlgnJfica,n.
d''''' f . . boundexclomerent requency from the ground state, This can give nse to 14.15 Tbis
phonon states, an effect first discussed by Rashba 13 and Braude. '1 live
fIi . . y quant' ae ect IS easily understood qualitatively; however, not man
calculations are available. nCj
Th' , h on frequee bound exciton-phonon state occurs if the change 10 P on h non

upon electronic excitation, ,)w, is greater than the width of the zerodPN° _ I
. t k anexciton band. There is then one bound state per wavevec or

scattering states per wavevector k in the one phonon space. '"
' . r orr~k:«.If b~und states occur, then the usual way of comput1Og '~d honongiven In the above sections breaks down because the exciton a P

hal
the

. 'Th' eansltime dependences are not separable even in zeroth order. ISm . h !Jesl
I· f . .' evenrntecorre anon unctions will have a time dependence consisnng, bound

of cases, of two parts, one like that calculated above and one due to the den
l
;

states. The relative contribution of these will be temperature depen
however, quantitative calculations have not yet been carried out.

6. DISCUSSION

. '. . e WehaveWIthin the scope of this paper, we have had to be rather selecuv . d'!fusion
indicated in Section 2 a general approach to the calculation of the It d 00

ffi . '. h oncentra ecoe cient from any mIcroscopiC model, but have t en c cito
O

specific aspects of this calculation. The main results are for the exrela-
scattering rates rkk, which are easy to visualize physically and pr~v~ow~
tively straightforward to calculate. As the general result 10 SectIOn sbaod.
the scattering rate may be inversely proportional either to the phono~ tots)
width (possibly modified by some temperature-dependent and other a~oid5
or to the exciton bandwidth, whichever is the larger. Our treatment :'eter
the divergence which occurs in more restrictive theories as either para 0 for
tends to zero. This is not merely a mathematical tidying-up, srnce ev~ the
triplet excitons and molecular phonons the exciton bandwidth may 1 tbe
larger (and for charge carriers the electronic bandwidth is certam Y
larger), though few theories have faced this possibility.
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The detailed results in S ti 3 '11 he vari I" h .th ec IOn I ustrate t e vanous imits s owmg how
e general app h i 'regim W roac IS able to encompass the many different transport

phon~s.behave concentrated on the dependence of rkk on the exciton and
be dedn ~ndwidths, but the appropriate temperature dependences can also
coupli uce from the expressions given. Once transformed exciton-phonon
dep Idngsare needed, the effective coupling parameters become temperature

~ent~th .cared Thi e temperature dependence of rkk becomes more cornpli-
coeffici IS IS true a fortiori: of the temperature dependence of the diffusion
but cient or mobility, which is important in characterizing the transport

cannot of it If' d'S .. se In reate the mechanism
21

ter~me limitations of our treatment are indicated in Sections 4 and 5. The
scan Ykk In the diffusion coefficient is found to be like rkk without localm.~ I .tra t bl simp e models, but the general result for 1'kk ISless transparent or
excae. The Haken-Strobl model has proved invaluable in evaluating
act result f .

I
'll s rom transport theories however and we are able to use It to
ustrate th I' "fund e ca culation of 1'kk' Bound exciton-phonon states present a more

Th amental problem which the present treatment is not constructed to solve.
err effect .'t on spectra has been treated on several occaSions, but producmg a

r:nsport theory which accounts properly for the tendency of excilOns and
\ onons to remain close to one another is a more difficult task. Nevertheless,
Ikappears that to solve the problem of bound states some general treatment

a In to th at presented here will be necessary.
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